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One of the fundamental goals of modern chemical physics is to determine the forces which govern atomic and molecular interactions. The most successful approach has traditionally .been to work back from experimental observations to the hypothesized potential energy surface. This approach is perhaps 1 best epitomized by the recent work of Lee, Barker, and colleagues, in which experimental differential cross sections, second virial coefficients, and diff¥sion coefficients have been used to deduce interatomic potentials for noble gas pairs. The barrier occurs for a linear synnnetric H-F-H structure;
and our results are compared with the various semi-empirical surfaces in the Table. Although the ~ priori barrier height is likely to be somewhat higher than the exact (unknown) barrier,· this difference is unlikely to be more than 5 kcal/mole. In any case we conclude that the true barrier height for H + FH is no less than 40 kcal/mole. As in previous studies of this type, we find electron correlation to be much more important 
